THE ARTS
By J. Poet
USICIANS WHO DEVELOP
whole new ways of
playing and listening to
music are few and far
between. Chuck Berry did it when
he combined boogie-woogie, countrv and western and blues licks to
write the book on rock'n'roll guitar,
aiiu Led Zeppelin's Jimmy Page did
it by taking Berry's licks back to their
blues roots and playing them at earshattering volume to invent heavy
metal. Betry and Page both had a
nir.pr impact on the international
sctMt, and in their wake Anglo
.\uierican rock became the only pop
music thai mattered.
But the days of Anglo American
cultural domination are coming to
an end. All around the world people
an- rediscovering their own musical
roots and concocting exciting new
hybrids. By mixing Third World rhythms with elassical European forms
and the driving beat of American
rtvk and disco, a new generation of
musicians is redefining international
pop. One of the leaders of this movement is Kassav', a Caribbean supergroup from Guadeloupe that is currently one of the most popular bands
in Europe, Africa and the islands. In
recent years they've had three gold
records in France (the first group
from Guadeloupe ever to do so) and
originated a whole new style of
music: zouk.
Heartbeat, it's a World Beat:
In 1989 zouk (French Creole slang
for both "party" and "sweat") is probably the world's most dynamic
dance music. It borrows from West
African forms like soukous and highlife, adds the drive of soca, the lilt of
reggae, the European penchant for
melody and kicks it into overdrive
with plenty of rock guitar and the
strangely fractured rhythms of gwo
ka, the Guadeloupian drum patterns
brought to the island from Africa.
Zouk is influencing most African
pop, and Western Europe has been
zouli-aazy since Kassav' swept the
continent with "Zouk-La-Se Sel
Medikaman Nou Ni" (Zouk Is the
Only Medicine You Need) in 1984.
Recently, CBS International jumped
un the bandwagon and signed Kassav' to an international deal.
Although it has been out in most
of the world for more than a year,
Columbia didn't release Vini Pou in
the U.S. until late December, and
the company seems unsure of what
to do with Kassav' here. When 1
tried to track the band down on
their recent North American minitour (LA., New York, Miami, Washington, D.C. and Montreal, all cities
with heavy populations of expatriates from Guadeloupe), nobody I
spoke to at CBS publicity knew the
band was on their label. I finally
called a few of my World Beatnik
buddies and got connected to Joceiyne Beroard, one of Kassav's three
lead singers, to get some back-
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Kassav': World Beaters on a mission
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Kassav': forging an irresistible pop alloy from African, European, American and Caribbean sources.

ground on the band and their
music.
"For almost 20 years, 'til the late
70s, Guadeloupe was dominated
by the music of Haiti," Beroard
says, in her lightly accented English. "Many Haitians lived and recorded in New York. They had good
horn sections because of all the
good musicians there, and the
studios in New York had a slick
sound. The studios in the Antilles
weren't as technologically advanced, so our own records didn't
sound so good. Most bands in the
French Antilles [Martinique and
Guadeloupe] were copying Haitian
styles."
"In 1979 [Kassav' founder Georges]
Edouard Decimus decided to quit
the music business, but before he
did he wanted to make one last record, a record that would project
more of a Guadeloupian style, that
would present the musical traditions of our people to the world.
He had been in the Vi Kings de la
Guadeloupe for about 15 years, and
they were very popular, but although they were doing some jazz,
most of the music was still based
on cadance and compos [Haitian
styles]. Edouard took the gwo ka
drum rhythms of Guadeloupe—the
music that had been brought from
Africa by the slaves, and mixed it
with some of the other styles popular in the Caribbean, and that was
the beginning of Kassav'."
E pluribus unum: The first Kassav' LP, Love and Ka Dance (Ka
Dance is a play on cadance, the Haitian style that had been dominating
the charts), leaned heavily on North
American funk, but its use of gwo ka
caused a small sensation. "At first
Kassav' was only a studio band," Beroard says, "because Edouard had

certain ideas about the kind of music
he wanted to do. Everything was
written down and the musicians
would just come in and play." But
Kassav became so popular in
Europe and Africa that Decimus
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wanted to take the band on tour. In
early '82 he started calling the best
musicians he knew, asking them to
join the band. "At first we were reluctant to get involved in Kassav', because we already had solo careers,"
Beroard recalls. "But eventually we
realized we could help our own
careers by playing with the band, so
we joined full time. Since many of
us already wrote music ourselves,
Kassav' became more democratic,

more improvisational."
Since that first record in 79 Kassav' has been wildly successful. From
their Parisian base they've been influencing a whole generation of
musicians from Africa and the
French Caribbean. The studios here
are better than at home," Beroard
says, "so we moved here in '82. It's
also easier for touring in Africa and
Japan. But I still don't like wintertime
very much." Zouk is now a source
of pride for an entire generation of
musicians on Guadeloupe. "Before
Kassav' there weren't many live
shows, because most of the groups
were made up of different combinations of the same musicians. Since
we started playing live, many new
bands have come along to play zouk.
Also, before Kassav' you didn't have

many women singers, and now there
are many young women making a
career in music."
"I know it sounds immodest, since
I'm in the band," Beroard says, "but
everybody in the Antilles follows
Kassav. Except for Experience 7, who
have their own sound, everybody
waits to see what we do on our next
record and then tries to copy it.
Today everybody plays zouk, and
ihe bands that couldn't learn to play
t nave died. But that's the way it is,
and who knows, maybe in two years
Kassav' wiii be replaced by another
lew band."
Not really a likely prospect. In the
past 10 years Kassav' has continued
to evolve at a rapid pace. "In Kassav'
we have people from Algeria, Came•oon. Martinique, Guadeloupe,
p
ans—and we listen to music from
iii over the world. We always try to
Keep things fresh, to try out all kinds
)i music." It's this attitude of musical
:idventure that makes Kassav' so ex--iting. Each album sees them reach:ng out in new directions, and the
musicians that have passed through
the band form an extended family of
alumni who produce an amazing
amount of great music (more than
25 albums in 1987-88 alone).
These collaborations have made
Kassav' an influential force on the
world music scene. "In most bands
you have one or two people who
write," Beroard says, "but in Kassav'
we have eight or nine, so when you
only make one album a year, if
everyone gets a song on it they're
lucky. This can get frustrating. So I
do a solo album, or maybe Jacob
[Desvarieux, the lead guitarist] will
work with Bopol [Mansiamina, bass
player in Les Quatre Etoiles, one of
the most popular and progressive
Parisian/Congolese bands], whatever you can do to let people hear
the music you're feeling."
g
J. Poet is a critic who lives in Berkeley,
Calif.

Guadeloupe's Kassav' on wax: all you need is Zouk
Kassav' should be touring the
U.S, this spring, but if you need
a dose of zouk in the meantime,
here are a few suggestions.
• Vini Pou (Columbia). This
latest exploration of world
dance music is the only Kassav'
record that's easy to find in most
American record stores. You
need it,
• Les Grande Succes de Kas~
sav'Volumes / and2(GD French
Import). They didn't put a lot
of the best songs on those records," Kassav' singer Jocelyne
Beroard says, "because then the
people would stop buying our
other stuff, but they're pretty
good if you don't have any Kassav' music yet." Volume 1 opens
with"Zouk-La-Se Sel Medikaman
Nou Ni," one of the catchiest
tunes you'll ever hear.
• Love and Ka Dance (Cellul-

Oid French Import CD). A re-release of Kassav's first two albums.
• Kassav' with George Decimus (CellulOid).
• Kassav'#5 (CellulOid).
• Passeport (Makossa).
These are the last three albums of Kassav's early period,
just before they became
superstars with "Zouk-La-Se Sel
Medikaman Nou Ni." They're the
only Kassav' currently available
on American labels, with the exception of the new CBS album.
• Sf'iw) (GD French Import).
Joceylyne Bernard's solo album
from '86 features great songwriting by Beroard and most of Kassav' backing her up.
• Heartbeat Soukous, Various
Artists (Virgin/Earthworks). Contains "Helena," a Kassav'/Bopol
collaboration.
• Hurricane Zouk, Various

Artists
(Virgin/Earthworks).
Kassav' is featured on four
tracks, Georges Decimus and
the Vi Kings on one. This is probably the best introduction to
zouk that can actually be found
in your average record store.
Since Kassov' is now signed
with CBS worldwide, it's unclear
what will happen to the recordings of their earlier work. CBS
has slapped injunctions on distributors in the past to prevent
imports of the acts they control,
so if you can find any of Kassav's
earlier stuff in your local store,
snap it up fast. Most of these
records are also available by
mail order from Original Music,
RD 1, Box 190, Lasher Road,
Tivoli, NY 12583, or Disc'Inter of
Paris, 2 Rue des Rasselins, 75020
Paris, France.
-J.p.
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Beyond the Laboratory:
Scientists as Political Activists
in 1930's America
By Peter J. Kuznick
University of Chicago Press
328 pp., $14.95

By Benjamin Harris
HIRTY YEARS AGO. TO BE BOTH A
scientist and a political activist was considered a form
of multiple personality. Today, the ranks of activist scientists
include such public figures as Carl
Sagan, Ruth Hubbard, Stephen J.
Gould and Helen Caldicott, as well
as scores of members of Physicians
for Social Responsibility, the Union
of Concerned Scientists and Science
for the People.
If asked to identify the origin of
the modern role of scientist-activist,
most would probably cite the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
This demonstration of the science
of unlimited destruction made physicists confront the inherently political nature of their work. And it was
the debate of the atomic physicists
that helped inaugurate similar discussions of science and social responsibility in other natural sciences, social sciences and medicine.
What is little known today is the
existence of an earlier era of political
organizing and militancy by scientists during the '30s and early '40s.
It was in this period that scientists
in the U.S. first developed a national
movement to address political issues such as war, fascism, racism
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Politics of Letters
By Richard Ohmann
Wesleyan University Press
321 pp., $14.95

By William E. Cain
ICHARD OHMANN'S POLITICS OF
Letters, first published in
1987 and recently reissued
in paperback, has not received the attention it deserves. It is
a serious, lucid examination of the
dehumanizing impact of monopoly
capitalism on culture.
Ohmann divides Politics of Letters
into four main sections. In the first
he explores "the profession of humanist" in American colleges and
universities, and extends the skeptical stocktaking of academic practices and managerial techniques that
he registered in his pioneering earlier book, English in America: A Radical View of the Profession. In the second section Ohmann surveys the
teaching of American literature, with
special emphasis on the formation
of the literary canon and the financial power that shapes both the bestseller lists and the selection of books /
that "count" as high culture.
Section three concentrates on the
origins and development of a national "mass culture," and includes
historically astute accounts of advertising and mass circulation maga-
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Scientists try to neutralize
volatile forces of reaction
and radical political change. This
movement of liberal and radical
scientists, neglected in histories of
the left and of modern science, is described in fascinating detail by a
young cultural historian at Ameri-
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can University, Peter Kuznick, in his
book Beyond the Laboratory.
In the early 1900s, Kuznick explains, most scientists in the U.S.
were anti-collectivist in their professional outlook and politically
conservative. Because they contributed to automation and often
sided with management, they were
also distrusted by the labor movement. Faced with the Depression,
however, scientists soon radicalized both as individuals and as
members of professional associations.
Philosophical outrage: As individuals, scientists such as the
physiologist Walter Cannon believed in the rational organization
of laboratory work and in the orderliness of the natural systems they
studied. Confronted by the irrationality of laissez-faire capitalism,
they felt a philosophical outrage

that spurred many to public action.
Most prominent in this movement was the American Committee
for Democracy and Intellectual
Freedom (ACDIF), a Popular Frontstyle alliance of socialist, communist and liberal university professors, first organized in New York
to rally academics in support of the
Republicans in the Spanish Civil
War. Led by anthropologist Franz
Boas, the ACDIF soon became a national organization carrying out
anti-fascist and anti-racist publicity campaigns. At the New York
World's Fair of 1939, for example,
Boas and his colleagues staged a
series of public relations events, in-

Alma matters: examing
politics of the old school
zines. In the final section Ohmann
scrutinizes the widespread belief
that students today lack basic knowledge and queries the frequently deplored "loss of standards" in contemporary American education.
Ohmann is suspicious of the worried talk about a "crisis" in educa-

ACADEME
tion, and is especially dubious about
the emphasis that many horrified
pundits have placed on declining
test scores. Some test scores have
declined, but, Ohmann argues, much
of the evidence is inconclusive and
contradictory. A slight test score decline does not prove that young
people have suddenly become
shockingly ignorant. The real issue
for debate and discussion should be,
instead, the highly contested meaning of "basic" or "core" knowledge
in a multicultural nation, and this is
an issue that the panicky interpretation of test scores crudely distorts.
In Ohmann's view, the educational
and cultural elite have sounded
alarms about a "crisis" largely because they are troubled by the differ-

ences in student behavior and the
breakdown of consensus that have
accompanied more "open" enrollment patterns. Increasing numbers
of women and minorities have entered the academic mainstream—
and they have aggressively challenged the ideas, values and texts
that white male teachers, critics and
administrators have promoted for
decades.
"Each time the American educational system has expanded," Ohmann writes, "admitting previously
excluded groups to higher levels,
there has been a similar chorus of
voices lamenting the decline in standards and foreseeing the end of
Western civilization." And each time,
too, the proposed remedy is tougher
discipline, tighter control and
greater regimentation, as those in
authority call for reforms that make
education "more mechanical, less
humanistic, more classbound and
less critical" of entrenched interests.
Descriptive, not prescriptive:
Ohmann's analyses of literary
studies, television and politics and
bestseller lists also highlight the
pressures of corporate power and

cluding the opening of a traveling
exhibit of racist and non-racist
school textbooks and a forum explaining the scientific validity of
liberal democracy.
A second organization of scientist-activists in the late '30s was the
American Association of Scientific
Workers (AASW), an implicitly anticapitalist offshoot of the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science. Modeled after a similar organization in Britain, the AASW
pursued the same anti-fascist goals
as Boas'ACDIF but was organized
on a more local level.
Although this movement to unite
science and society was highly vis-

ible and broadly supported by leftists and prominent scientists, its
organized forms did not survive the
end of the Popular Front, the rise
of anti-communism and the U.S.
entry into the war. Yet the '30s science and society movement confronted a host of issues that were
both theoretical and practical, including such questions as how to
politically organize professionals,
how to relate to similar movements
abroad and whether the socialists
and communists should consider
themselves "scientific."
Beyond the Laboratory contains
both organizational history and a
selective review of the public image
c of science from the '20s through
I the '40s. Its strength is its author's
* familiarity with his material (often
| the unpublished papers of partici| pants) and his smooth, non-techni~ cal writing style.
The result is an account full of
minor characters and organizational detail (perhaps too full for
some). And those familiar with this
topic might fault the author for his
neglect of the theoretical and organizational perspectives of the
Communist and Socialist Parties,
and of other left groups during this
period. Overall, however, this is an
essential guide to an exciting era
for scientist-activists, one in whichthe phrase "political science" could
be taken literally.
\m\
Benjamin Harris teaches at the ilraversity of Wisconsin-Parkside and is
on the organizing committee of the
Forum for History of Human Science.

identity. The novel thus reveals the
emotional damage that capitalism
inflicts even as it intimates that no
alternative to it could ever exist.
Ohmann suggests alternatives
himself, but these are surprisingly
sketchy. A number of his chapters
close with weak injunctions to move
beyond bourgeois reality, create a
new consciousness and strive for liberation.
American society supplies almost
unbelievably ample opportunities
for leftist critique, and Ohmann
seizes adroitly upon many of them.
But capitalism seems always to
enjoy the last laugh, because the
weight and intricacy of its oppressive structures ensure that better
pathways remain extremely hard to
describe persuasively.
The rigor and precision of
Ohmann's critical analyses expose
the thinness of his prescriptive ideas,
\~a^^—————^^^^———'^——\
which are too breezily presented to
American society
seem convincing. Readers are hence
left with the impression that dissent
provides ample
is necessary but fairly futile. Politics
opportunities for
of Letters is clearly a valuable book,
but at critical moments in it,
leftist critiques.
inadvertently reinforces
i
^
iOhmann
the system that he stringently
central character, Holden Caulfield, examines and opposes, by making
envisions any possibility for political the possibility for significant change
change: life consists simply of a slow, seem distant, even hopeless. [•]
steady march toward an eventual, William E. Cain is a frequent conpained acceptance of bourgeois tributor to In These Times.
the anti-humanistic attitudes that
purportedly "humanistic" intellectuals foster. Ohmann studies, for
example, the amazing success and
stature of J.D. Salinger's novel, The
Catcher in the Rye, which has sold
millions of copies since its publication in 1951 and continues to be read
avidly by high school students
across America. Ohmann maintains
that the exorbitant appeal of the
novel lies in its melancholy unveiling
of "phoniness." It tellingly evokes the
disturbed and often unfocused feelings that many teenagers share
about personal maladjustment and
the shallowness of society's values.
A striking feature of The Catcher
in the Rye is, however, that it avoids
and conceals the "economic and social arrangements" of capitalist
America that produce such rampant
phoniness. Neither Salinger nor his
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